
Relationship
Session Five



The Bridge



Some Things

 Project

 End reflection on the year and learnings, most useful

 Teach others some piece of the material—coworkers, family, friends

 Means vs Ends

 “I want to get more exercise”

 “I want to eat better”

 “I want to meditate more consistently”



Sacred Questions

 New Year’s Intentions (vs Resolutions)

 Christmas

 Sacred questions vs Ego Efforting

 Sacred question

 How

 No “I” but can have me or mine

 Short, simple

 About desire, wants and an end, not a means

 How do you want to feel

 Might be a value

 Reality-based vs superstitious

 Socially constructive vs destructive

 Immediate and controllable vs not immediate and controlled by 
others 



Why Relationship?

 Part of Siegel’s three “R’s”, something we might think it’s important to be 

good at

 Profoundly important to us as human beings

 Source of significant pain when things don’t go as we want, wished, 

planned;  when they break down
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Triangulation

Rescuer



The Four Attachment Styles

 Much of this information is filed in implicit memory, 

not explicit memory

 Strange Situation: 1 y.o. child and Mom, first with 

Mom, then Mom and stranger, then Mom leaves 

and stranger stays, observe child while Mom gone 

and when returns

 Four styles

 Secure

 Avoidant

 Ambivalent/Chaotic

 Disorganized



Secure Attachment

 Strange situation:  child gradually gets upset while Mom gone, 

when returns soothed easily and returns to play

 55% children securely attached

 Mom provides empathy, mirroring, security, warmth, senses 

children’s signals

 When rupture occurs, it is recognized and repaired

 Secure personality as adult

 Mom’s family of origin narrative will include what was reassuring 

and what was troubling in her childhood, communicated with 

flow and ease with appropriate emotional tone and supportive 

detailed cognitive content



Attachment Avoidant

 1 y.o. shows little outward emotional response to either Mom’s departure 
or return.  Little is lost when she departs, little gained when returns

 Implicit mental model of despair about life giving connection 

 Autonomic response, however, in there

 Child wants connection, parent fearful, pushes away—Go Play, 

 Child therefore decides not to ask for connection, attempting to be close 
causes pain

 Mom’s childhood narrative will be one dimensional, impoverished detail, 
bland

 As adult, finds it hard to attach as adult, dismissive attachment, loner

 Rigid



Attachment Ambivalent (Chaotic)

 1 y.o. so preoccupied with attachment concerns, 
they can’t focus on play

 Engaged with Mom until leaves, fearful and upset, 
cry when she returns, can’t regulate, so even when 
comforted; cry, stop, cry again and rarely returns to 
play or exploring world

 Hard work being in relationship

 Mom’s narrative confuses past and present, going in 
circles, own old wounding constantly appearing in 
present as if current

 As adult, expect relationship to be ragged and 
unpredictable, oscillate between clinging and 
rejecting, preoccupied, insecure, self critical, seek 
approval but never helps

 Chaos



Disorganized

 Most severe, often abusive childhood

 1 y.o. completely disorganized from dissociated, to clinging, to collapsed

 Inability to attach, fearful avoidant

 Issues of childhood appear in current attachments as if current



Inquiry

 Round One:  15 minutes total

 What is your attachment style?  Explore each—secure, avoidant, ambivalent

 Brainstorm with your partner

 How has your attachment style impacted your relationships?



The Five “A’s”

 Attention

 Engaged focus on you

 Sensitivity to your needs and feelings

 Noticed but not scrutinized

 “My father turned to me as if he had been waiting all his life 

to hear my question”

 Attunement

 Feel deeply and truly understood



The Five “A’s”

 Acceptance

 Being received respectfully with all our feelings, 

choices and personal traits and being 

supported

 Leads to safety

 Free from preconceived plans or agendas

 Embraced as worthy, not compared

 Trusted, empowered, understood, and fully 

approved of as unique person



The Five “A’s”

 Appreciation

 Gives depth to acceptance

 I admire you, I acknowledge you, I prize you, I cherish you

 Gratitude

 Appreciating to complaint in healthy couples--5:1



The Five “A’s”

 Affection

 To be loved

 Loving presence, nearness

 A touch, caress, hug

 Not abandoned as:  ”Mother saw my pain but 

did nothing to comfort me” or “Whenever I 

was hugged or held as a child I felt something 

was being taken away from me”



The Five “A’s”

 Allowing

 The embrace is wide enough to 

allow all of me

 Not manipulated

 Safe to be myself

 The most dangerous thing to a 

child is the unlived lives of their 

parents



Five Mindsets of Ego

 These destroy the 5 “A’s”

 Fear: of person or what they think

 Desire: what can I get from them

 Judgment: caught in my own opinion/story of you

 Control: attached to some outcome to fix, change, persuade, 

advise you

 Illusion: my mental picture of you overrides who you really are



Rupture and Repair

 66% of interactions result in rupture of 

connection

 33% of interactions result in continued 

connection

 This is the good news

 Safety only develops from rupture and 

repair

 Connection deepens with the 

willingness to repair



A. R. E.
Sue Johnson

 Available:  Can I reach you?

 Responsive:  Can I rely on you to respond to me emotionally?

 Emotionally engaged:  Do I know you will value me and stay close?



Inquiry session – 40 minutes

 10 minutes per person asking the first 3 questions repeatedly

 Always answer “thank you”.  No comments at all.  No fixing, allowing the 

other to be heard and witnessed

 10 minutes with the fourth question going back and forth responding with 

“thank you”. 

 10 minutes journaling and discussion



Inquiry

 Tell me a way you defend against love?

 What do you think you gain with this defense?

 What do you think you lose with this defense?

 What love is available to me right now if I simply allowed?



Back in Community

How was that for you?  What did you learn?  What was surprising? 

Sharing enriches the experience for all of us



Assignment for next 2 weeks

 Continue to use the Awareness Wheel as a communication practice especially 
in difficult circumstances

 Be aware of pinches and crunches and work them using the awareness wheel

 Begin to more consciously report the impact of communications upon you—
both good and hard.

 Be with learning from today’s session about attachment style and how you 
defend against love – what blocks you from the relationship that you want?

 Write a reflection paper on how all that went.  And please remember, that to 
send us your experience is gratifying for you and us. And helps us keep 
connected and learn about how to make this track even better.

 Encourage you to do spiritual inquiry between sessions – with someone from the 
track, someone you know or in journal.



The Lanyard - Billy Collins
The other day I was ricocheting slowly

off the blue walls of this room,

moving as if underwater from typewriter to piano,

from bookshelf to an envelope lying on the floor,

when I found myself in the L section of the dictionary

where my eyes fell upon the word lanyard.

No cookie nibbled by a French novelist

could send one into the past more suddenly-

a past where I sat at a workbench at a camp

by a deep Adirondack lake

learning how to braid long thin plastic strips

into a lanyard, a gift for my mother.

I had never seen anyone use a lanyard

or wear one, if that's what you did with them,

but that did not keep me from crossing

strand over strand again and again

until I had made a boxy

red and white lanyard for my mother.

She gave me life and milk from her breasts,
and I gave her a lanyard.
She nursed me in many a sick room,
lifted spoons of medicine to my lips,
laid cold face-clothes on my forehead,
and then led me out into the air light

and taught me to walk and swim,
and I, in turn, presented her with a lanyard.
Here are thousands of meals, she said,
and here is clothing and a good education.
And here is your lanyard, I replied,
which I made with a little help from a counselor.

Here is a breathing body and a beating heart,
strong legs, bones and teeth,
and two clear eyes to read the world, she whispered,
and here, I said, is the lanyard I made at camp.
And here, I wish to say to her now,
is a smaller gift - not the worn truth

that you can never repay your mother,
but the rueful admission that when she took
the two-toned lanyard from my hand,
I was as sure as a boy could be
that this useless, worthless thing I wove
out of boredom would be enough to make us even.


